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Headline: Women enjoy good night’s sleep with Shleep
The article featured that customers can greatly enjoy the comfort and good night’s sleep
with Shleep’s Merino wool-rich bedding and sleepwear products in the nighttime. In an
interview with Indi McCullough, founder of luxury Australian bedding and sleepwear brand
Shleep, the journalist pointed out that Shleep’s bedding collection has truly showcased the
versatility, beauty and benefits of Merino wool. The article highlighted that studies have
showed sleeping in or under wool has been proven to help get customers to sleep 25%
faster and foster a longer and deeper sleep than other artificial fibres and cotton thanks to
its natural temperature regulating properties. Indi McCullough was quoted as saying that
natural wool bedding can enhance sleep quality by regulating body heat with its temperature
and moisture control functions.
The article highlighted that in Australia, it is a norm to sleep surrounded by wool, but in New
York, where Indi McCullough - a Canadian-born executive - was based, this was unheard
of. Until Indi McCullough’s Australian husband shared about the premium quality and
characteristics of natural wool, McCullough found that powers of superfine Merino wool
which is actually ultra-smooth, soft, lightweight and hardwearing.
The article also noted that the wool’s quality is determined by the fineness of its fiber,
measured in units called “Micron.” Shleep has successfully applied Merino wool over
creation of bedding and sleepwear products in an innovative way. It also highlighted that
Shleep has made an ultra-soft fabric from 100% 18.5 micron Merino wool, and by weaving
the fabric a special way, Merino’s breathability, thermal and moisture regulation properties
have been amplified to deliver UV protected fabric with water and wind resistance.
The journalist pointed out that Shleep has rolled out various products including blankets,
swaddle sets, pillows, mattress covers, toys and sleepwear. All these bedding products
truly cater to the needs of all Hong Kong people under hot and humid weather conditions
in the city. The article highlighted McCullough suggested Hong Kong people can consider
engaging in physical exercises in the morning so as to get good sleep in the nighttime.
Shleep products can offer perfect sleep and even better tomorrow for customers.

